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Abstract. 

Doorstep delivery administration is a significant assistance for online acquisition of merchandise. The 

requirement for reliable delivery framework turning out to be essentially extraordinary in the creating 

nations where e-shopping in its beginning time of improvement because of absence of legitimate 

coordination among shopper and strategic worker organization. In this paper we will find out about 

the doorstep delivery in both the viewpoint of the customers and delivery worker. At long last we will 

propose thoughts to conquer the difficulties of entryway doorstep delivery from both the perspective 

of consumer and delivery workers. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The dispatch and delivery business are opening new roads for the web based business advertises by 

improving the way how items are conveyed. Without a doubt, it's a profitmaking business recently 

when it includes taking care of the coordination’s of web based business. On account of globalization, 

the organizations are spreading quickly, and in this manner the dispatch business is growing at its 

best. The interest for quicker, proficient and identifiable delivery is taking off and rivalry is serious 

when it includes last-mile delivery. Such circumstances represent a couple of measures of difficulties 

to the dispatch business. 

2.0 Literature Review   

2.1 Consumer Behaviour with reference to doorstep delivery vs store purchase. 

 (E. F BAUMER, 1969) - The primary goal of the examination is to know the behaviour of 

consumer in fluid milk purchase with reference to doorstep delivery vs store 

purchase.According to a survey report it was found that one fourth of the store shopper 

complained that delivery prices were too high. It was also seen consumer willingness to pay 

extra is closely associated with the income. Store consumer  feels that it is more convenient to 

purchase milk at the store for being able to select their own choice brand while incase of 

doorstep consumer  they doesn’t have such option. 
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 (Rastogi, 2010)- The principal goal of the assessment is to find the key factors that impact 

internet purchasing conduct of shoppers in India. The assessment was led on Indian doorstep 

purchaser and their purchasing conduct and furthermore the assessment endeavors to examine 

the highlights related with the purchasing conduct of the doorstep customers. Buyers 

purchasing conduct in regard of doorstep shopping was considered utilizing distinctive 

financial factors. It additionally offers a help that assists analysts with the understanding the 

drivers of customers “disposition and objective to shop on web and buyer” recognition in 

regards to straightforward use and handiness. The result of the assessment recommend that 

appraisal of shopper purchasing conduct in regard of doorstep shopping. 

 

 

 (Masood H Siddiqui, 2016)–The principal target of the examination is to contemplate the 

basic food items retailing in India, online mode versus retail location buy. It was seen that 

showcase capability of online basis food items retailing in India and the buyer recognition 

towards various view point. The blast in the telecom industry division and foundation of 

electronic stage and backing of Government has made new roads as far as remote buy and 

delivery of retails. Retailers in Indian market have begun to retain and adjust web and have 

created e-retailing models as a similar bit of leeway that can be turned with the goal giving 

further spatial comfort to shopper. Fast development of web in India has altogether affected 

the Indian buyer and the pattern has made possible the significant passage of online food 

retailing.   

2.2 Problems faced by delivery boy while door to door delivery 

 (Asiya Nasreen, 2018) - The principal target of the paper is to understand the working 

condition and government managed savings issues of the delivery worker in India. The 

findings of the examination is about 62% of the workers are between the age group of 20-30 

,more than a quarter of them belongs to the age group of 31 -40 years and some more than 50 

years. The third parties or vendors plays a major role in therecruitment process of this kind of 

workers. E-commerce are not directly involved in their recruitment process but look after 

their performance in the field. Both types (full timer and part timer) workers are attached to 

this job profile without having any contract with the employer. No social securities or medical 

benefits are provisioned for them by the Government. They are low paid workers and put in 

the lower portion of the work pyramid in internet business segment. They have no fixed 

working hours and face lots of challenges like stress and health related problem in their day to 
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day life delivery workers stay on the edge because of low employment profile and henceforth 

work is forced on specialist and work become to an end as opposed to end itself. 

 (Vedant Mundada, 2018)- The principal target of the paper is to understand the mind-set of 

delivery workers towards the challenges of last mile delivery in India. The examination 

mainly focuses on the different kinds of challenges faced by the delivery workers towards the 

last destination deliveries. The research applied based on pilot survey to gain information 

from the delivery workers of e commerce industry. E-commerce has been a major sector 

involving in the role of logistics particularly in the last mile delivery. The findings of the 

examination is last mile delivery means the movement of the goods from the last transport 

hub to its final destination. It was seen that there are various challenges such as don't ring the 

bell, restricted entry, no flexibility of time etc., and many more. So as a result they have to 

wait for long time until the customer arrives to receive the parcel. Deliveries in the rural area 

workers seems to be in more stress condition some time due to the incorrect address or some 

time due to long travel for small quantity of product delivery which results in the waste of 

time . 

 (Prateek Gupta, 2019)- The primary goal of the examination is to know the different 

delivery issues that customer faces during online shopping. The findings of the examination is 

that customer mainly dissatisfied with the actual product delivered, it is not the same product 

as it is shown in the web during the time of purchase. It is also observed that time become the 

crucial factor for the customer satisfaction. Customers have to pay extra charges for the 

doorstep delivery .They also have to pay more during the time of purchase while paying 

through cards.Due to bad packaging of the product it is found a major cause of dissatisfaction 

among the consumers. 

 (Park Minyoung, 2003)- The main objective of the examination is to understand the issue of 

home delivery operation. E-commerce helps business to sell their product and services 

directly to the consumer without any physical point of sale. A trust worthy delivery system is 

essential for gaining customer loyalty online and as well as earning profit in the business. 

Home delivery assumes an essential job in the appropriation chain, restricted consideration 

has been to the issues related with the doorstep delivery.The findings of the examination is 

customer is not at home is the most common delivery issues. In perspective of the customer, 

customer always expect same day delivery which is also a major challenge of doorstep 

delivery. As the demand of doorstep delivery is increasing day by day the delivery workers 

have to carry huge burden due to the shortage of vehicles. Due to climatic condition and 

pollution delivery workers have to face different kinds of problems like traffic congestion, 

noise etc which have bad effect on their health condition. 
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2.3 Purchase pattern of online shopping. 

 (Mittal, 2016)- The principal target of the examination is to understand the intentions of 

consumer towards e-grocery shopping in India. The discoveries of the assessment are – it is 

seen that 34% individuals that e-shopping for food is simple available where 32% accept that 

e-shopping spares time and delivery is quick. From perspective of fulfilment towards quality 

of online product it is seem that 57% of individuals are happy with the quality which is 

delivered while 42% of individuals feels that nature of product isn’t up to the imprint. 

Regarding packaging of the products it is seen that 90% of are happy with the packaging 

nature of the product while 10% of the individuals are disappointed.   

 

 (Rajesh, 2019)- The primary objective of the examination is to understand the factors which 

influence consumer for online grocery shopping. The findings of the examination is factors 

like product quality, price, offers, and time saving pushes consumer towards online grocery 

shopping. Consumer are also satisfied with the delivery and replacement of the product. 

 (Sharma, 2015) - The principal target of the paper is to examination the consumer perception 

towards online grocery stores. From the research it was concluded that due to the awareness 

of concept of online shopping there is increase percentage of online shoppers. Consumer also 

get discounts and different offers by the company. Physical verification is an issue in the 

online shopping which determine the tangibility of the products. Consumers are also satisfied 

with the cash on delivery option. 

2.4 Objective of the examination 

I. To examination the consumer behaviour with reference to the doorstep delivery and store 

purchase. 

II. To explore the problems faced by doorstep delivery while door to door delivery. 

III. To examination the purchase pattern of online delivery. 

3.0 Research Methodology  

The research is based on absolutely quantitative secondary information. The examination is done to 

comprehend the customer preferences between doorstep delivery and store buy.In second part the 

researcher clarifies the different issues looked during the doorstep delivery in context of both buyer 

and delivery worker in Kolkata. Secondary information is gathered from different published research 

paper, articles, newspaper. To comprehend the consume inclination between doorstep delivery and 

store buy four published research paper is explored, it was discoveredthat consumer lean towards 
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doorstep delivery more since it sets aside both time and money. Be that as it may, there are barely any 

downside on doorstep delivery customer doesn’t have the decision to choose the result of their own it 

is additionally observed during the online buy buyer faces various types of issues identified with 

instalment and they need to pay additional charges for the doorstep delivery. To comprehend the 

different issue identified with the doorstep delivery five published research paper was looked into. In 

this five paper there are sure regular things related to delivery issues like time factor, last mile 

delivery challenges, and delivery workers wellbeing and so on. 

 

4.0 Data Analysis and Interpretation 

 

Fig 4.1 - Numbers of internet users in India from 2015 to 2020 with a forecast until 2023 

Source: - Statista 2020 

 

Interpretation:-As indicated by the survey report of 2020 it is seen that there is bit by bit increment 

of web consumer in India. It is seen that there was just 5% consumer who utilizes web in 2015 and by 

2020 it has gotten 13% and by the 2023 it will ascend to 15%. 
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Fig 4.2 - Market size of internet business industry in India from 2014 to 2020 with a forecast 

until 2027                                                                        Source – Statista 2020 

Interpretation:-In 2014 there was just 2% estimation of web business industry in India because of the 

blast in the telecom business the worth bounces from 2% to 10% and by the 2027 it will reach up to 

30%. 

 

 

 

Fig 4.3- Number of digital buyers in India from 2014 to 2020 

Sources Statista-2020 
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Interpretation:- Due to progression of the telecom business it is seen that there is bit by increment of 

advanced purchasers in India. In 2014 it was just 4% of the populace who are the advanced purchaser 

and by 2020 the worth increment up to 26% of the populace. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.4 – Problems of doorstep delivery in perspective of consumer 

Sources – Survey based on 189 respondent done by IIM Raipur Researcher (VedantMundada, 

Prasad Rathi) 

Interpretation:-As indicated by the study dependent on 189 respondent it is seen that the most 

widely recognized issues looked by the customers on the entryway step delivery administrations is 

that 25% of the respondent says the delivery gets delay, while 30% says that delivery opening isn’t 

helpful for them, 27% says that they can’t follow the specific area of the product, 10% says that the 

delivery worker call them regularly and 8% says that delivery worker doesn’t get the call rapidly. 
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Fig 4.5 – Problems faced by delivery boys during the doorstep delivery (field experience) 

Sources:- Survey based on 20 Logistics Service Provider done by IIM Raipur Researcher ( 

VedantMundada, Prasad Rathi ) 

Interpretation-- As per the study dependent on 20 LSP’s issue looked by the delivery worker it was 

seen that out in scale rating of 10, 8.7 occasions the issue is because of legitimate arranging of route, 

3.6 occasions is because of the troubles in finding the location of the customers , 3.2 occasion 

customers doesn’t get the telephone, 1.3 occasions the issue happen due to the not accessibility of 

consumer after the gathering is repaired for the delivery. 
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Fig 4.7 – Reason of worry among delivery worker 

Source- EAP Provider ComPsych’s first half of 2006 stress plus survey 

Interpretation –According to survey of EAP provider in the first half of 2006 it is seen that the 

principal explanation behind which delivery worker put themselves in stress is because of the 

exceptional work at their hand, second purpose behind the pressure behind the  pressure is because of 

the people issues at their work place, the third purpose behind the pressure is because of the 

rearranging of work or individual explanation and the last purpose behind the pressure is because of 

the nonappearance of expert strength. 
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Fig 4.9 – Reason for dissatisfaction due to technology among workers 

Sources- Sources- Times Job Survey of 1,100 working people. 

Interpretation- The principal reason of the disappointment among worker is seen that 50% of the 

worker has a dread of occupation misfortune, 25% of the worker accept that because of the innovation 

there will be not many employments later on 10% of the worker accept that explanation behind 

disappointment ascends because of the poor work place morals. 

Findings –  

 From the above data analysed it is observed that the major problems faced by the customers 

for the doorstep delivery are the delivery gets delay, they can’t track their product accurately. 

 It is also observed that customers unlike the delivery timing slot and they feel disturb due the 

frequent calls of the delivery worker. 

 From the view point of delivery worker the major issue faced at the time of doorstep delivery 

is the legitimate arrangement of the route. 

 They also find difficulties in finding the locations of the customers. 

 Due to the exceptional work, people issues at the work place and nonappearance of expert 

strength put the delivery worker into worry in the work professions. 

 Due to the advanced technology,workers has a dread of occupation misfortune, they also 

believe that there will be not many employment due to the innovation. 
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5.0 Conclusion. 

Internet business is relied upon to develop hugely later on because of the up and coming present day 

advances. Delivery worker the dynamic member in industrialist development of the new market based 

E-trade development. With the development of web based business customer inclination will likewise 

expand step by step. In this research paper we have considered different issues identified with the 

doorstep delivery administrations from both point of view of customer just as delivery worker. 

 

Recommendations. 

To conquer the difficulties of doorstep delivery the internet business locales ought to need to make 

their web progressively straightforward and simple to access for the customer with the goal that they 

doesn’t confront any sort of issues in web based shopping and procced for the recurrent buy. The web 

ought to be structured so that customer can ready to get legitimate data of the item. Organizations 

additionally need to improve of the following arrangement of the items and just as quick delivery of 

the items. In context of a delivery there ought to be made polices and protection for their activity. 

During their activity if unfortunately anything occurs with them organizations will investigate them. 

Need to accomplish more mindfulness and inspirational program among the delivery worker with the 

goal that they doesn’t feel frustration towards their activity. Before joining the activity there ought to 

be appropriate preparing of their job that what they need to do. For a fruitful delivery process India 

needs proportional the current home delivery model consistency is mechanization in the delivery 

procedure. That is so far ailing in all internet business organizations in the nation. This is likewise not 

normal for China where you’ll see delivery utilization automatons and robots just as different man 

made reasoning (AI) controlled arrangements empowering computerized stock frameworks. In the 

gated networks and neighbourhoods of the bigger urban communities in China, inhabitants have 

sorted out gathering visit applications to get supplies at the entryway for the entire network, box them 

for every family, and deliver them to individual’s doorstep. This is more likely than not something 

that should be possible in numerous pieces of India as portable content informing applications are 

likewise famous in India and can empower this sort of grassroots coordination in enormous lodging 

edifices and gated networks of India. India could address its home delivery issues with the given 

market size basically by framing a focal coordination board of trustees that would incorporate 

delegates from focal government , key states, disconnected basic food items retailers, online retailers, 

e- pharmacy, and food delivery organizations. This is accepted to guarantee a smooth progression of 

data from the specialists to online commercial centres and their and their delivery operations just as 

help achieve online requests utilizing the current coordination’s framework.  
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE OF THE STUDY. 

The study is directed during the hour of the pandemic Covid-19. The study is based on secondary 

data. The information introduced in the report gathered from different web sources. The information 

which is composed by another person risks subjectivity and bias. This is because they have personally 

carried out the research and interpreted the data from their point of view. 

The present study can be carried forward by doing field survey with the help of gathering primary 

data which will help in arriving legitimate discoveries. 
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